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We report the observation of the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect in paramagnetic insulators. By using a microscale on-chip local heater, we generate a large thermal gradient confined to the chip surface without a large increase in total sample temperature. Using this technique at low temperatures (< 20 K), we resolve the paramagnetic spin Seebeck effect in the insulating paramagnets Gd3Ga5O12 (gadolinium gallium garnet, GGG) and DyScO3 (DSO), using either W or Pt as the spin detector layer. By taking advantage of the strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy of DSO we eliminate contributions from the Nernst effect in W or Pt, which produces a phenomenologically similar signal.

Thermal spintronics seeks to unite the world of heat transport with the world of magnetism; creating and detecting non-equilibrium spin transport phenomenon for potential use in electronic and magnetic devices [1]. A phenomenon that has gathered a lot of recent attention is the spin Seebeck effect (SSE), where thermal gradients (∇T) in materials can generate spin currents (\(\vec{J}_S\)), which can subsequently be detected through the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) using a normal metal with high spin orbit interaction (W, Pt) [2]. The SSE has been shown to exist in several insulating ferromagnets (FM) in the longitudinal configuration (\(\vec{J}_S || \nabla T\)) [3–8].

In this letter, we show that in addition to insulating ferromagnets, the longitudinal SSE can also be observed in insulating paramagnets (PM). This is an unexpected result, because all models of the SSE involve non-equilibrium thermally excited spin waves, which paramagnetic materials nominally cannot support. Using micropatterned SSE devices with an on-chip heater, we examined two insulating paramagnetic materials, Ga3Ga5O12 (gadolinium gallium garnet, GGG) and DyScO3 (DSO). GGG is a geometrically frustrated magnetic material and standard substrate material for thin films of the canonical insulating ferrimagnet \(Y_3Fe_5O_{12}\) (YIG) [9–11]. DSO is another well known substrate material typically used for the growth of epitaxial perovskite oxides [12].

A schematic of the device is presented in Fig. 1a. A 5 nm layer of W or Pt is deposited into a 800 \(\mu m\) x 10 \(\mu m\) strip on a 7.5 mm x 7.5 mm x 0.5 mm GGG (111) or DSO (110) substrate, with a 100 nm MgO barrier for electrical isolation and a 50 nm Au heater layer. By sending a sinusoidal current to the heater at \(\omega\) and lock-in detecting the resulting \(2\omega\) signal across the spin detector layer, we sensitively detect effects that are only due to Joule heating and the resulting thermal gradient [5, 13]. With this method we generate a large thermal gradient at the surface of the chip localized near the heater wire, without substantially raising the temperature of the whole chip. This is due to the large power density applied across the 10 \(\mu m\) wide heater wire at relatively low total power [13].

The in-plane magnetic properties of our GGG (111) substrate were measured using SQUID magnetometry (Fig. 1b). The magnetization vs. applied field data matches the Brillouin function for an S=7/2 paramagnet at high temperatures, but at low temperature there are deviations [14]. The deviations are presumably due to incipient order that is suppressed by frustration, leading to short-range magnetic order [15]. Despite an extrapolated Curie-Weiss temperature of -2.32 K from the M vs. T data, there is no sign of long range order down to 2 K, which matches well with previous work on GGG.

A constant sinusoidal 1 \(V_{pp}\) signal was applied across the heater and a 60 ohm load resistor at 3 Hz (\(P_{heater}=0.48\) mW_{rms}) in our device. The voltage across the spin detector layer was lock-in detected while magnetic field was swept between ±90 kOe. In all measurements the magnetoresistance of the heater layer only contributes to a ~0.1% change in heater power. The results are shown for GGG/W (5 nm) (Fig. 2a), and GGG/Pt (Fig. 2b) for different temperatures. These curves exhibit no hysteresis and qualitatively match the magnetization curves shown in Fig. 1b. There are deviations in the voltage trace from the ideal Brillouin function. This may be due to magnetic field dependence of the thermal conductivity in GGG or a Zeeman effect induced suppression also seen in SSE measurements in YIG [16]. The voltage response for W and Pt are of opposite polarity, as would be expected if the effect was due to spin current since the spin Hall angle of W and Pt are opposite.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a spin Seebeck device. (b) M vs. H for GGG shown for various temperatures. The inset shows inverse magnetization vs. temperature taken at 10 Oe.

\(\vec{J}_S\) is the spin Seebeck effect (SSE), where thermal gradients in materials can generate spin currents, which can subsequently be detected through the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) using a normal metal with high spin orbit interaction (W, Pt). The SSE has been shown to exist in several insulating ferromagnets (FM) in the longitudinal configuration (\(\vec{J}_S || \nabla T\)) [3–8].

In this letter, we show that in addition to insulating ferromagnets, the longitudinal SSE can also be observed in insulating paramagnets (PM). This is an unexpected result, because all models of the SSE involve non-equilibrium thermally excited spin waves, which paramagnetic materials nominally cannot support. Using micropatterned SSE devices with an on-chip heater, we examined two insulating paramagnetic materials, Ga3Ga5O12 (gadolinium gallium garnet, GGG) and DyScO3 (DSO). GGG is a geometrically frustrated magnetic material and standard substrate material for thin films of the canonical insulating ferrimagnet \(Y_3Fe_5O_{12}\) (YIG) [9–11]. DSO is another well known substrate material typically used for the growth of epitaxial perovskite oxides [12].
in sign. The shapes of the W and Pt curves, accounting for the sign change, are also very similar [14]. The magnitude of the response in W is much larger than that of Pt since the resistivity of the deposited β-W phase is roughly 11 times larger. The measured voltage responses persist even when the measurement is performed with a DC excitation.

In Fig. 2c, the voltage response from Fig. 2a at 5 K is compared to two devices fabricated on MgO and SrTiO₃ (STO) control substrates. MgO and STO both are nominally diamagnetic, with weak impurity-induced paramagnetism several orders of magnitude smaller than in GGG [17]. In both control devices we see a weak response with the opposite sign, an order of magnitude smaller than the GGG/W sample. The measured response is presumably from the Nernst effect of the underlying W. These data suggest that the effect from Fig. 2a and 2b come from the paramagnetic SSE in GGG. Separate measurement on a GGG/Cu (2 nm)/Pt (5 nm) device results in the same behavior as in the GGG/Pt device [14]. This is evidence that proximity magnetism at the GGG/W and GGG/Pt interface is not the origin of the observed signal. More information on control experiments are included in the supplementary materials [14].

The voltage response (V(H=35 kOe)-V(H=−35 kOe)) with respect to temperature is presented in Fig. 3 for GGG/W and STO/W devices. The heater power varies with temperature from 0.51 mW_{rms} at 300 K to 0.48 mW_{rms} at 5 K, due to variations in the heater resistance. The voltage response for the STO/W device is positive throughout and flattens out at low temperature, while the voltage response of the GGG/W device is negative and grows quickly with decreasing temperature. These observations indicate that the effect originates within GGG and not from W.

For the PM SSE there is a T⁻¹ dependence due to the Curie-Weiss law (χ = \(\frac{C}{T+\Theta_{CW}}\)), and for the Nernst effect there is a T dependence from the Mott relation, \(\alpha_{xy} = \frac{\pi^2 k_b^2 T^2}{3e} \left(\frac{\partial \sigma_{xy}}{\partial E_F}\right) E_F\). Here, C is the Curie constant, \(\Theta_{CW}\) is the Curie-Weiss temperature, \(\alpha_{xy}\) is the transverse Nernst conductivity, and \(\sigma_{xy}\) is the transverse electrical conductivity. By using an on-chip heater at nearly constant power, the thermal gradient will be proportional to the thermal conductivity of the heated material [13]. This is because the backside of the chip is solidly heatsinked to the cryostat, and we are effectively sending a constant heat current through the stack (analogous to a current biased voltage measurement). Here, the temperature dependent measurements will inherently contain the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of the material, where lower thermal conductivity leads to larger \(\nabla T\). From kinetic theory, GGG thermal conductivity at low temperatures behaves close to T³ due to its relation to phonon heat capacity [18, 19]. On the other hand, for W at low temperatures the thermal conductivity behaves as T due to its relation to electronic heat capacity [20, 21]. An additional factor at low temperatures is the thermal Kapitza resistance at the metal-insulator interface, since it will generate a discontinuous jump in temperature between W and either GGG or STO. SSE models exist for spin current generation from both a bulk thermal gradient [22], and an interfacial temperature difference between the spin source and spin detector [23]. Since at low temperatures, the Kapitza conductance also scales as T³, it is not possible to differentiate this effect from that of the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of GGG [24]. Regardless, since the Kapitza resistance only matters for the SSE, accounting for all temperature dependent factors, a Nernst signal would be temperature independent, and a PM SSE signal would have a T⁻⁴ dependence.

FIG. 2. Voltages generated by the SSE measured for various temperatures with both W (a), and Pt (b). The Brillouin function representing an S=7/2 paramagnet at 5 K is overlaid. The magnetic field independent offsets are due to the conventional Seebeck effect. Control experiments with SrTiO₃, and MgO substrates are presented in (c) at 5 K along with data from (a). In all experiments, \(P_{heater}=0.48 \text{ mW}_{rms}\).
V_{SSE} \propto \frac{C}{T} \left( \frac{1}{\kappa_{ph} + \kappa_{int}} \right) \propto \frac{C}{T} \left( \frac{1}{T^3 + T^3} \right) \propto \frac{1}{T^4} \quad (1)

V_N \propto \frac{\pi^2 k^2 T}{3e} (\frac{\partial \sigma_{xy}}{\partial E})_{E_F} \left( \frac{1}{\kappa_{el}} \right) \propto (T) \left( \frac{1}{T} \right) \propto 1 \quad (2)

We see that the GGG/W device varies as $T^{-3.384}$, while the STO/W device is nearly constant. This suggests that the effect in GGG/W is due to the PM SSE from GGG, while in the STO/W device it is consistent with the Nernst effect. The deviation from ideal $T^{-4}$ behavior in GGG/W may be due to a decrease in thermal magnetization population [22, 25], deviations from ideal $T^{-3}$ behavior of the Kapitza resistance [26], or due to the low temperature behavior of the spin mixing conductance at the interface [27].
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**FIG. 3.** The magnitude of the voltage response, as defined as the difference in voltages at ±35 kOe, for GGG and STO with respect to temperature. Data was taken at ±35 kOe to remain in the linear regime of $M$ vs. $H$. The inset represents the same data on a log-log scale, with the two dotted lines representing a $T^{-4}$ and $T^{-3}$ dependence.

To fully eliminate the possibility of the Nernst effect, a W (5 nm) device was created on a paramagnetic DSO (110) substrate. Since DSO has strong magnetocristalline anisotropy [12], an applied magnetic field may generate a magnetization that is non-collinear to the field, allowing us to separate the Nernst effect and the SSE. Fig. 4a shows the favored magnetization plane for the DSO (110) substrate used. Since the SSE is only sensitive to in-plane magnetization, the effect will be different for fields along the magnetic easy axis in the [-110] direction, and the hard axis in the [001] direction oriented along the chip edges. Fig. 4b shows the magnetization along the [001] direction is ~49 times smaller than in the [-110] direction at 3 K with the same applied magnetic field of 100 Oe. This data also shows that DSO goes through a magnetic phase transition from the high temperature paramagnetic phase to an antiferromagnetic phase at 3.1 K. Angular dependent voltage vs. magnetic field measurements were made with several different SSE device orientations shown in Fig. 4c. In an isotropic system, each device should have a phase shifted $\cos(\phi + \phi_0)$ dependence. The phase shift $\phi_0$ arises from the orientation of the device axis relative to the applied magnetic field. With additional anisotropy, devices will show non-sinusoidal behavior as seen in Fig. 4e. Since device 2 is parallel to the easy axis, and no magnetization can develop with a component perpendicular to the device axis, the resulting response is a purely sinusoidal signal, presumably arising from the Nernst effect in W. Fig. 4d shows the remainder of each voltage response after a modeled Nernst signal has been subtracted. The magnitude of the modeled Nernst signal was selected using the ansatz that the remaining signal must be symmetric about the 180 degree axis due to the symmetry of the magnetic anisotropy of DSO. These magnitudes match well with the expected size of the Nernst effect based on measurements from STO/W devices. Each device except for device 2 has a PM SSE component left over with the same $\phi$ dependence corresponding to the easy axis of the chip and not the device orientation, consistent with our initial assumption. The $\phi$ dependence of this remaining signal is non-sinusoidal, and is possibly due to an out-of-plane component of magnetization [12], or a consequence of the SSE in systems with large anisotropy.

By orienting the magnetic field along the axis of the device we can eliminate the Nernst effect, since this only occurs for magnetic field perpendicular to the device axis. In Fig. 4e, the voltage response for three devices with magnetic fields applied along the device axes are shown. Both devices at 45 degree angles to the easy axis show a measurable voltage, while the device perpendicular to the easy axis does not. This would not be the case unless the PM SSE caused a measurable spin current due to a magnetization that is non-collinear to the applied field. The magnitude of the SSE in DSO is smaller than in GGG, due to the low thermal conductivity of DSO causing the chip surface to be at a much higher temperature for similar applied heater powers [footnotemark][1]. Since the magnitude of the SSE in these systems decreases sharply with increasing temperature, this strongly reduces the measured signal. The voltage responses in all experiments with DSO/W have an opposite polarity to those in GGG/W, indicating that DSO has a negative spin Seebeck coefficient which has also recently been seen in some compensated ferrimagnetic systems [28, 29].

Currently there are several theories surrounding the
To reconcile the existence of the SSE in paramagnetic materials with current theory, magnons must be allowed to exist. In paramagnets without magnetic interactions, propagating spin waves are not allowed. However, paramagnetic states in ferromagnets above $T_C$ and antiferromagnets above $T_N$ have been shown to support dispersive spin fluctuations similar to spin waves [33–36]. These “sloppy spin waves” or paramagnons can exist up to several times $T_C$ and $T_N$, implying short range magnetic interactions still allow for damped short wavelength magnetic excitations without the existence of long range magnetic order [37–39]. Similarly, in systems where geometric frustration suppresses long range magnetic order, short range interactions can also cause spin-wave like excitations to form [40]. Both GGG and DSO fit well within these models, since DSO is a conventional AFM that undergoes a transition at 3.1 K and GGG is a geometrically frustrated AFM. GGG has no long range magnetic order down to $T \ll \theta_{CW}$ [9], but shows signs of short range correlations up to at least 5 K, both through neutron scattering studies [10], as well as in our own magnetization measurements [14]. This connection was also made in recently published work on spin pumping in the PM phase of La$_2$NiMnO$_6$ above its $T_C$, where it is suggested that short range magnetic order allows for the generation of spin current when the electron paramagnetic resonance condition is met [41]. In La$_2$NiMnO$_6$ the role of itinerant electrons are important, because a measurable conductivity exists in the PM phase, but for DSO and GGG the only potential source of spin current is through magnon transport because both are strongly insulating at all temperatures.

We have shown that a measurable spin current can be generated in paramagnetic GGG and DSO due to the SSE. This represents a demonstration of the SSE without ferromagnetic materials. The magnitude of the measured voltage response at low temperatures is comparable in magnitude to those measured in YIG/Pt and YIG/W devices at room temperature. Since all models of the SSE involve magnon transport, either the paramagnetic phases of GGG and DSO can sustain spin excitations or existing SSE models must be revised to include a new mechanism that would allow for spin current generation in a paramagnetic insulator. Further work on correlating a measurable SSE signal to measurable spin wave dynamics in paramagnetic materials is necessary to clarify the role of short range magnetic interactions for the paramagnetic SSE.
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